From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>
Sent: Monday, October 10, 2022 1:14 PM
To: xxx, xxx <xxx@mdpd.com>; xxx, xxx <xxx@mdpd.com>; Mayor@miamidade.gov
<Mayor@miamidade.gov>
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>
Subject: Follow-up MDPD/MDC Re: This is Det. xxx

Dear Detective xxx,
I assume you have received my emails and attachments also sent to Sergeant xxx and Mayor
Levine-Cava. Please update me regarding your thoughts on this investigation of multiple horrid
concerns. You had mentioned working together with Sergeant xxx. I have left a phone message
for him earlier today as well.
The 24-pages (Email 1 - 9.29.22) is an important overview. The complaints to the Joint
Commission, including Baptist Hospital and Children and Family Services, as well as complaints
to Griswold Homecare (Email 2 - 10.2.22), speak specifically to concerns for mom (which you
had referenced in your phone call). Please request those records. My father's passing and
timeline is discussed in the "Hadassah Letter" in my book "Humanity's Abyss..." (also Email 2). I
also reported my concerns for dad's passing to the Joint Commission (see below). Lieutenant
Ottley was not interested in hearing those concerns. I am sure that decision came from higherup, but at the end of the day, we all must be responsible for doing the right thing, and not
contributing to covering-up the truth. Ottley knows a lot I believe - about what I am reporting
and including the rogue (in MDPD) who facilitate targeting. Other suspicious deaths are in the
24-pages and also discussed in my book "High-Level Lethality...Forty Pages to Judge Economou"
(Email 3 - 10.3.22). Four books were sent via my emails dated 9.29-10.7.22. These are mostly
documentation and referred to multiple times in the 24-pages.
So, I have completed a substantive amount of the background work. I have provided much
detail and documentation. I mentioned in my last email (10.7.22) that UM's Susanna Arias
Morales and mom's Griswold "aide" Marie Paulvil (and others) are at minimum facilitators.
They absolutely deserve prison time, but I think they will choose to tell who the masterminds
and perpetrators are, rather than receive the death penalty or life themselves. It would be
important to know who told my UM "boss" Stuart Herna to threaten me. Herna does nothing
on his own there - most certainly not that. He has subsequently denied he ever said that, but
that's what criminals do. It may well have been Dr. Aaron Wolfson who told him to do so.
Wolfson was a part of the Tumor Boards and he and Herna communicated quite often. There
was a nurse who some years back told me that Wolfson had done something with a patient
under anesthesia. She had to tell Wolfson that he could not continue without patient consent.
He is a gynecologic radiation oncologist - same area as my preventative surgery was.
Below is a response from the Joint Commission regarding dad. His case, in light of my
documentation and subsequent knowledge about remote technology capabilities, warrants
more investigation. Frankly, the dates and timeframes are so concerning (as outlined in the 24-

pages), that I feel sure several people know the whole truth. Someone will tell you; I am
absolutely certain about that. Are these people terrorists? Certainly threats. They are doing
more to undermine our rights and freedoms than any other entity I am aware of. From "within"
is much more dangerous as well. These criminals clearly abhor "Due Process" (as one example),
an important foundation of our Constitutional Republic. Moreover, I am sure that the details I
have reported are not isolated instances. Is a coup in progress? It would appear yes,
deliberately so.
See more on this undermining of America by these powerful, unchecked entities at FFF.org
(Future of Freedom Foundation). Detailed documentation is provided. Mr. Hornberger is an
attorney and former law professor. Otherwise, much more online. If our representatives and
Congress had been doing their jobs, including appropriate oversight of the military and
intelligence apparatus, we would not be in this situation. Please also read about the "Church
Committee" (Senator Church). Those mandates to stop medical experimentation (widely
termed MKULTRA), nonconsensual human "studies", etc. were never heeded. Much of this
began after WWII in universities with a CIA presence and military involvement. Those
relationships still exist.
Thank you again,
Judith Futerfas

